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What’s happening at the Centre for

Contemporaries Studies and Why?

Our world is changing rapidly and in complex, unpre-
dictable ways. This brings with it many benefits but also
many new and complex problems. It seems obvious that
scientists and other intellectuals and scholars should help
in dealing with our changed circumstances and solving the
new and complex problems. However, this is becoming in-
creasingly difficult as the community of intelligentsia is un-
able to cope with the pace of change and is ill equipped
to deal with the many new problems and challenges. It is
clear that completely new paradigms will be required but a
major difficulty in creating useful new paradigms is that in-
tellectual knowledge is compartmentalised into water-tight
disciplines. And yet, most of the challenges we face today
require that we break these boundaries and simultaneously
utilize the knowledge base and methodology of different
disciplines. While disciplinary boundaries are difficult to
bridge at all levels, perhaps the most difficult gap is to
bridge between the natural sciences and human sciences
(taken to include social sciences, humanities, literature and
art etc.). The natural sciences and human sciences have
developed largely independent of each other and have per-
fected their own respective research methodologies, working
philosophies and even day-to-day languages. This makes it
almost impossible for experts in different disciplines to un-
derstand or even speak to each other at a professional level.

As a result of this, experts in different disciplines work
within the boundaries of their own discipline and seldom
attempt to cross over into other disciplines. Quite often
experts from the natural and human sciences display ex-
treme scepticism about the validity of each others method-
ologies and the ability of each other to understand, let alone
solve, the practical problems facing society today. And yet,
it is easy to see that this situation needs to be changed.
Consider some of the major challenges that we face today
the causes and consequences of climate change, the need to
achieve equitable and sustainable development, the need to
reverse the loss of the worlds biodiversity and cultural di-
versity, the urgent need to understand and mitigate ethnic
and cultural conflict. A very little reflection will convince
us that every one of these challenges will inevitably require
that we draw on expertise both from natural and human
sciences. What, if anything, can we do about this?

I have initiated a small effort that might help over-
come this situation, at the Centre for Contemporary Stud-
ies (CCS) in IISc. CCS has set itself the task of bringing
to the campus of IISc some of the best practitioners of
different disciplines in the human sciences. Philosophy, so-
ciology, economics, law, literature, poetry, art, music, cin-

ema are all being represented in this experiment. These
scholars, drawn from all over the world, visit and lecture at
IISc and many are in residence for periods ranging from a
few days to several months. Students registered for various
courses in IISc (and also at other institutes in Bangalore)
are the main targets in this endeavour. My experience with
this programme so far has been very positive. I have found
that very useful and meaningful interaction is possible be-
tween the natural sciences and human sciences provided the
focus is on understanding the respective research method-
ologies. Indeed it has been my experience that such in-
teraction provides an opportunity to question and rethink
the fundamental foundations of our disciplines. Often the
opportunity to criticise the methodological foundation of
another discipline leads to a re-examination of the foun-
dation of ones own discipline. In addition to the lectures
and discussions with individual visiting scholars, CCS or-
ganises, once in two years, a one semester course entitled
Production of Knowledge in the Natural and Social Sci-
ences which provides an even more explicit opportunity to
compare and contrast the modes of knowledge production
in a whole range of disciplines straddling across the natural
and human sciences.

I extend a warm invitation to all students of
IISc and also faculty and staff) to participate in
the various activities of CCS and indeed, to sug-
gest new activities that we might organize in the fu-
ture. For more information about CCS, please visit:
http://ces.iisc.ernet.in/hpg/ragh/ccs/Welcome.html

Prof. R. Gadagkar (Chairman, CCS).

I’m just a tiny lamp.

The Sun shines brightly all day
Bathing the world in its glory

Only when the dusk falls
It’s my turn to tell a story

I’m just a tiny little lamp
With a small hut for calling my own
The old battered man for companion

A recess in the wall for a throne

I can never be the sun, fiery and majestic
And may not be the life giver
But in my tiny world, I rule
I bring brightness, I deliver
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I live my life with a smile on my face
For might is not in how big you get

It lies in what you do with what you have
In making pearls from every drop of sweat........

(This post is thanks to a discussion I had about the dete-
riorating situation of the green cover in the city, country
and the world. As individuals, we probably can’t be policy
makers, or policy changers, but if all of us contributed in
our small ways, the world will soon and surely become a
much better place to live in)

Pritesh (MRC).

Mandal Mania.

Imagine a student in a world class university staying thou-
sands of miles away from home in a perpetually frenzied
atmosphere of churning out research results. While talking
to parents on one fine day, her parents tell her about the
biggest festival in her region being two days away, adding
a note about how much they are going to miss her. She
gets overwhelmed by a feeling of nostalgia, remembering
all those unforgettable celebrations she has had over all the
past years of her life. All of a sudden an idea flashes to her,
for an exception it is not about research. She calls up few
of her friends from the same region and asks why they cant
have a celebration as they used to have at their homeplace.
Fascinated, her friends decide to call their friends and so
on. They decide to make it a little organized. A regional
organization is born. It is as natural as it can get.

Not all students speak English at home nor do they
watch English dramas and movies. On the contrary, most
of them are deeply entrenched in their cultural heritage of
literature, arts and festivals. Some of them not only just
follow it but they have also attained a certain degree of fi-
nesse in these things. For all these students, celebrations by
a regional organization is an opportunity to speak the same
language which they have spoken since their birth without
the pain of remembering an equivalent word in English. It
is an opportunity to speak about all those mythical legends
in their culture. It is an opportunity to recite those sweet
rhymes learnt in their schools. It is an opportunity to show-
case their cultural talent and finesse. It is an opportunity
to proudly tell their parents how they not only celebrated
their festival in their institute, but celebrated in a much
better way by organizing a very fine cultural evening. It is
an opportunity to feel little closer to home, to refresh their
minds before turning back their attention to the usual aca-
demic routine. In this sense, these organizations are not
really regional organizations but cultural organizations de-
voted to a particular culture.

These celebrations, in addition to keeping a students
mind healthy, take another important perspective in a na-
tion like India which takes pride in the slogan of Unity
in diversity, being mother to almost 1600 recognized lan-
guages and their respective cultural heritages. This is an
age of increasing intercultural exchanges fading away the
lines of demarcation between different Indian cultures; not

to mention the echoes of adverse effects of blind westerniza-
tion. In such an age it is important to preserve the Indian
cultures already battling for survival. Not only to preserve
but also help them to thrive. The cultural organizations
are fully up to this task. Also, instead of viewing their
celebrations from an isolated viewpoint, one can say that
they actually help to spread the awareness about various
cultures which would have been very difficult to gain with-
out travelling fair enough. Besides, while organizing and
celebrating these occasions, students come to know more
about their culture than they would have, had they been
celebrating at their native place. In this way, the cultural
organizations not only celebrate their cultural heritage but
also rekindle it in the minds of people almost on the verge
of forgetting their cultural roots and values.

Unfortunately, there are two sides to every coin. The flip
side of having cultural organizations becomes particularly
apparent when the students lose the sense of being a part of
larger community, which essentially spreads across all cul-
tures, and start representing only their respective cultures.
Such students make friends only with the people from the
same region as theirs and start keeping their company in
mess, library, cafes and every other place. Worse, when
somebody from a different region is present in their group,
they keep on talking in their own mothertongue to make
the oddmanout feel completely out of place. In this case,
language becomes a barrier for communication instead of
breaking it. Slowly this nuisance spreads to the crosscul-
tural organizations like sports organizations where one is
expected to homogenize with other members and their cul-
tures. It starts defying the notion of unity in diversity. If
left unchecked, this issue leads to a vicious circle where a
newcomer is forced to be a part of such a group which again
prevents development of crosscultural groups.

Everything in life is just about finding the right bal-
ance. These regional organizations, if their activities are
in the right balance with the environment, can enrich the
cultural fabric of the institute else can just play havoc with
its culture.

All the colours when mixed give white but only if they
are present in the right proportions.

Onkar (ECE).

What’s the use?

I have come across the above phrase so many times in the
recent past that I simply felt compelled to write about it.
You will come across it when u something which is not di-
rectly connected with your work or which is not going to
yield anything important in return in the near future.

So you hear it: “Why solve Sudoku?”, “Why learn a
new language?”, “Why draw a Rangoli? Is there a festi-
val?” and, of course, “Why write for ‘Voices’ ?” Well, here
I am talking about some activity in which some finite efforts
are involved and not some passive activity like watching a
movie or a cricket match. Its not just true for some heavy
duty task but even for something as simple as going for
a walk. Tell someone that you are going for a walk and
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immediate response would be “ Why? What for?”. Peo-
ple will immediately assume that you have started walking
for reducing weight. On the other hand, if you tell some-
one you are watching a movie and the response would be
“ Which Movie?” No further questions. Same applies for
reading books. It has become so fashionable to read non-
fiction books, especially self help books, that people seem
to think that the one reading fiction has too much time on
hand!

I have even heard one person say: You need to do other
things because you are don’t enjoy what your work. For a
second I almost believed it and felt sorry for myself. But
then I recovered. I dont believe that while creating com-
plex creatures like us (I mean the human beings not just us
girls) we were meant to be endowed with just one talent or
liking that would carry us through our entire life.

I sometimes believe that the proverb Jack of all Trades,
Master of none was started by a person envious of peo-
ple who could multi-task. With knowledge in each field as
deep as an ocean how can you even expect to be a master
of something.

But then to be fair to people who say such things, I ad-
mit that sometimes there are too many things to do even
for a 48 hours day. So automatically the filtering process
ensures we have the time do the necessary work.

So people end up asking: “Why are you putting so much
efforts into it? What’s the use?” Does everything have to
have a motive? One of the times when somebody asked me
this Question, I gave it a serious thought and finally came
up with answer that satisfied me: “Just for the fun of it.”
Do it because it makes you feel happy. Isn’t it a strong
enough reason to do it..? Who decides whether it is not
important or not.? After all, who knows when something
you have learnt will come in handy!

Regarding the efforts spent, let me add something.
There was this beautiful card that somebody sent me which
said that we keep drinking bitter coffee just because we are
too lazy to stir the coffee and most of the sugar remains
undissolved and settled at the bottom of the cup (This may
seem absurd to people who love dark coffee; but hope you
get the meaning).

So next time someone asks me this question I am going
to fox him or her by saying

“I am just making my coffee sweeter.”

Manasi (MGMT).

Happy to be simple or simple to be
happy!

Everyone wants to be big, recognized and live like a free
bird for which we are all running against time. However,
have you ever realized for what we all are doing this? Is it
for money, fame or just following the fashion?

Some might think it is for attaining what is termed the
ultimate satisfaction or “internal happiness”. Now what is
that? As a famous saying goes “What everyone wants from
life is continuous and genuine happiness” (Baruch Spinoza).
So, how can you define happiness? A time when you enjoy

everything, anybodys company, any unsuccessful/mundane
music or movie or “every flop” experiment.

Happiness cannot be traveled to, owned, earned, worn
or consumed; happiness is the spiritual experience of living
every minute with love, grace and gratitude. Have you ever
tried to think about it like that? If yes! wonderful! If No,
Why? Is it that complicated to define?

According to Aristotle, Happiness belongs to the self-
sufficient. Let us be simple and say “a time of celebration”,
is happiness. So now do we every time need an occasion
for celebration or for being happy; No, not necessary if you
define happiness your way (quite simple).You will never be
happy if you continue to search for what happiness consists
of; you will never live if you are looking for meaning of life
(Albert Camus).

So let us point out how can we be happy? By chatting,
munching at tea/coffee house with lots of hot gossips, mu-
sic, dance, games or passing time with your companion and
lots more. But do we really know that or are we still busy
in some other troubles and making life complex like infinite
series. Hang on! If its that much difficult, then what for
are we running?

Success is getting what you want; happiness is wanting
what you get. If you want to be happy, be. Success is not
the key to happiness. Happiness is the key to success. If
you love what you are doing, you will be successful.

But now days it is observed that the present day man
is easily getting thrashed by the day to day work prob-
lems and is unable to maintain balance in his life. People
at times get easily affected by things and think of adverse
actions, not realising the implications of it.

Life is costly; dont waste it in unnecessary and un-
wanted troubles, enjoy the colorful world with full strength
because once lost you will miss it forever. “Life is like an
ice-cream, enjoy before it melts”, dont let others to scoop it
out, enjoy the life to an extent. Happiness is not found at
the end of the road, it is experienced along the way. So do
not take for granted any moment of your life and you will
find a reason to be happy each day. The real man smiles in
trouble, gathers strength from distress and grows brave by
reflection.

James Openheim says, “The foolish man seeks happi-
ness in the distance; the wise grows it under his feet”. The
chief cause of unhappiness is trading what we want most
for what we want in the moment.

And all it takes to express is the use of some muscles
to smile, an inexpensive way to change your looks! Your
smile is precious because it makes your life more beautiful.
It not only makes your ambience lively but also makes you
healthy. Remember a smile is simply a curve that can set
a lot of things straight.

Life is short but a smile takes barely a second. Every
tear has a smile behind it. So smile and celebrate every
moment! Celebrations dont need any definitions, occasions
and boundaries; enjoy your every day like a festival only.

Find the happiness your way!!

Deepti (MRDG).
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Editorial.

It is caramelized hope with little sugar, sprinkle
of salt and garnishing of spice. It is like the wine
you need to smell, swirl and taste. It is the little
experiences we cherish that leave an indelible mark!
Remember the walk in the first rain, the smell of
roasted bhuttas, the dairy milk all melted and yet
yummy, the little bird outside your room window,
when you unexpectedly find money in your just washed
jeans, the tangy aftertaste of pickle...

We in this issue of Voices celebrate our little moments,
no guiding theme, just a matter close to our heart, a
pot-pouri of articles all marked by personal
experiences... it is a celebration of that
thought.

We firstly congratulate the Students Council 2008 and
wish them good luck for their tenure. May they have a
successful year and their mantras of student
participation ensure beneficial changes.

The world swung to the strokes of IPL, discovered how
mundane evenings become a matter of pride and glory,
the underdogs emerged victorious in a display of fervent
grit and determination! Spain took home the Euro Cup,
wiping away a 44 year old tale of unrequited dream.
IISc woke up to the beginning of Centenary
Celebrations! We are all a part of this 100th year
and so a part of unwritten history!

This issue begins with a look at our Contemporary
Studies department from the perspective of a professor
who has witnessed its unprecedented growth over the
years. The world wants to go green and we also believe
it is the colour to stay. Let us understand this
through the words of poetry. We all crave for
a sense of belongingness, want to find a foothold
in this cacophony of diversity; some embrace this
change while others steer clear. Let us see what
this mandal mania means? For all those times
when you wondered why you should do something, we
have a reflective article on this perennial question.
We have always felt this way! An unexplainable emotion
yet endows scrolls of literature; we dwell on this
almighty emotion. If life is an eternal quest, what are
we looking for? Happiness?? And how? Read on and
smile at this simple happiness satisfaction equation.
A little bit of humour brightens up all gloomy days
and makes you feel good even on a sticky wicket. Let
us see what Bhondoo has to say about his IPL
experience.. Time flies by and how... we set foot
in this new world and before we know it, we
graduate... a heartfelt ode to this moment in the
disguise of a verse!

May you reminisce your moments of celebration! May
the remembrance last you forever. Celebrar este
momento! Celebran sus voces!

IISc Hockey Club.

IISc-Hockey-Club is one of the most active sports club in
IISc. Hockey Club has nearly 45 active members in cam-
pus, which includes professors, students and staff. Hockey
lub has a strong alumni network too. Alumni who have
enjoyed hockey in campus do encourage current players in
many ways. Alumni who live in Bangalore and are members
of gymkhana come for regular hockey sessions.

Hockey Club has been participating in various tourna-
ments around Bangalore. To name a few, Isaac Abraham
Hockey Tournament, Corporate 5’s organized by Dhanraj
Balal academy etc. Club has been doing well in these tour-
naments. Our players have got awards like ’Best Player of
the Tournament’ and ’Outstanding Player of the Tourna-
ment’ in these competitions.

A regular fixture every year is the IPLH (IISc Premiere
League Hockey) tournament conducted by the club. It is an
intra-IISc tournament. It is conducted in May-June every
year. This year the level of professionalism in organizing
this tournament has gone very high. Match Refrees were
called from KSHA (Karnataka State Hockey Association).
One among the refrees was Mr. Das, who was coach of
Karnataka state hockey team.

Corporate Hockey Tournament for the year 2008 is in
progress. This is a tournament conducted every year by
Dhanraj Pillay and Ashish Balal hockey academy. Tourna-
ment is played in flood lights and in KSHA hockey stadium.
Matches are played on turf. Though we play on gymkhana
ground on clay, we felt we were quite good on turf too. We
have played our first match on 29th June. It was against
Aditya Birla group. We beat them 7-0. We have matches
againt Air-Deccan, Siemens in next few days. We are con-
fident of qualifying in next knock out round.

We encourage every newcomer to hockey club. If some-
one who has never played hockey before joins the club, se-
niors in the club take responsibility of giving basic training
to the newcomer. If someone wants to join hockey club:
Just drop on to the gymkhana hockey ground. Hockey Club
(Gymkhana) provides Hockey Sticks , shin guards and balls
free to its members

For more info, please contact: Priyank Goel (ME, EE)
Mail ID: priyankgoel85@gmail.com

Satyam (ECE).

Featured Blog.

The Featured Blog of this issue is Karthik’s Blog by
Karthik Raman of Bioinformatics Centre. It is ac-
cessible at http://karthikr.wordpress.com/. The featured
post dates back to Mar 2006 and is about the way IISc
students celebrate Holi.

Cometh Holi, cometh the Ho(o)ligans!

Holi, the Indian festival of colours is quite a one-of-
its-kind festival, commemorating both the destruction of
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Holika, as well as the burning of Manmatha, symbolising
desire/lust. Read more on the mythology on wikipedia:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Holi

However, the colour-throwing, as fun as it may be, has
often been quite a nuisance, since a lot of people are quite
paranoid about the synthetic colours, their adverse effects
on the skin/eyes, leave alone merely getting very very dirty!
A lot of hooliganistic behaviour has often been seen in var-
ious cities, Delhi I think, being particularly notorious, and
Bombay too, uncharacteristically.

Even in an elite place like IISc, there is too much of
hooliganism to believe or bear. The messes were messed
up, as were several corridors. And after all this, this was
probably the cleanest of the last three Holis I have seen
here. The first one was a veritable disaster with colour-
ful handprints on the brand new hostels walls. The next
time, not even departments were spared, with colour strewn
all over. This time, being a working day, the damage was
contained I should guess. People walking into messes with
colours strewn all over is never an endearing sight, more so
if they take food from the perspective of everyones health
and hygiene! dirtying chairs and the food alike.

The bottomline is that the celebration of the victory
over the Asuras, of Prahlada being saved is celebrated in-
deed in Asura fashion. Some serious soul-searching needs
to be done by these people. No one objects to peaceful
enjoyment. Why drag in someone who is not interested?
(Curiously, I say all this even though Ive had to suffer noth-
ing!) Why is there a failure to merely respect each others
preferences?

We have always felt this way!

* Disclaimer: The thoughts expressed in this article have
been universally experienced and propagated. I claim no
originality. Any reference to any person, situation or emo-
tion is completely intentional!! I do not claim to induce
intellectual thought process but hope that u read this and
smile.

There is a single emotion in life that transgresses all
boundaries made by mankind and nature. It is simple, yet
complicated. It is a source of solace and still gives us sleep-
less nights. It is our greatest need and yet understated at
times! It is the cornerstone of our dreams, our relation-
ships, and our existence and yet it gives the edginess of
uncertainty to life. It is therapeutic in a manner unex-
plainable.

Just look at these phrases, Haven’t we heard/read/seen
them before: Nobody loves me, I love my Daddy, Mommy
knows best, I am my teachers pet, I only wish he would
look at me once, Her love makes my world turn around

Advertisements/novels/songs thrive on this emotional
need: The Bru coffee advertisement, The Cadbury Dairy
milk advertisement, Erich Segals Love Story Michelle Al-
boms Tuesdays with Morrie, Dil kya kare jab, Pehla nasha

So, what do the Psychologists have to say? Sig-
mund Freud,Psychoanalyst in explaining the Developmen-
tal stages, says that in the Fourth stage of Development- i.e.

Genital stage, age 12-20 years: The adolescent begins to
love others for altruistic motives and not simply for selfish
or narcissistic reasons.

Erich Fromm,Social Psychologist, gives it a A Char-
acter type description- Necrophilous- Attracted to death
Biophilous- In love with life

Erik Erikson, Contemporary Psychoanalyst, again in his
Stage Theory- describes that in Young adulthood, our Ba-
sic Strength is Love and in the case of its non- fulfillment,
we experience a Psychosocial crisis of Isolation,

Abraham Maslow, Motivational Theorist also considers
it in his paradigm of Hierarchy of Needs.

Carl Roger, a Person Centered Theorist focusing on the
Phenomenological aspect- experience of the person, feelings
and values. He highlights the importance of Empathy and
unconditional positive regard in our lives.

However, the need can go wary, like it did with the
Greek God, who said “I see I see I”. He is Narcissus!

So, all our Readers and our to-be readers! Reflect on
this emotion! Love yourself, love life, love what you do, love
your dreams and Love your ‘Voices’ ! Amen!!

Madhurima (MGMT).

bhOndOO goes to an IPL match.

bhOndOO was excited. He was going to watch the Delhi-
Mumbai IPL match that evening in Delhi. His friend, Gullu
had managed to get hold of four passes and had invited
bhOndOO to go with him.

Since bhOndOO did not have a camera (and he wanted
to impress the others somehow) he took his pair of binocu-
lars. However, his plans were shattered by the guard with
big moustache who did not allow him to enter the stadium
itself (that was when he came to know that binoculars,
cameras etc are not allowed inside). Instead of being im-
pressed, he got scolded by the others for not being aware
of this fact and had to walk back around 1.5 km to keep
the binoculars in the car. After hurrying back, he tried to
jump the queue this time saying that he already been in the
queue once, but the guard with the big moustache refused
to let him in again asking him to get in the long queue.
Wearily, bhOndOO obeyed and was finally able to enter,
this time the guard did not stop him. After being scolded
again by Gullu for wasting so much time, they hurried in-
side the stadium to get good seats. They chose seats next
to a pretty girl because :- 1) The girl was very pretty. 2)
They could come on TV because cameramen usually focus
on such girls.

bhOndOO took the seat next to the girl. The girl
glanced at him barely once and turned away to chat with
her male friend. bhOndOO thought of all possible ways to
start a conversation including the standard line “haven’t we
met before” but decided not to do so... her friend looked
as dangerous and powerful as the guard with the big mous-
tache.

The match started. The sequence of events were as fol-
lows.
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The batsman would hit a four or six. Everyone would
jump up screaming from their seats. bhOndOO however
remained seated at all times. He was determined to show
his best behaviour to the girl. He did not wish to appear
uncivilized by jumping on his seat and so, kept seated and
applauded politely whenever there was a four or six. Even
though he could not see most of the match because of peo-
ple standing in front of him, he remained seated with a
dignified expression on his face determined not behave like
a hooligan.

The innings ended. Everyone was now seated waiting
for the second innings to start. The girl next to bhOndOO
looked around, saw bhOndOO and hesitated. bhOndOO
braced himself. Did she like him? Was she going to talk
to him ? All these questions ran through his mind when
he heard her say : “um..would you mind taking a picture
of ours?” Behind, her friend grinned wickedly (or so bhOn-
dOO thought) at him. At first, he thought, how did she
bring in a camera; then realized the girl was offering her
mobile phone. bhOndOO had never used a camera before.
He took the mobile with an expression similar to the one he
had on his face when he had seen a lizard in his food. Not
wanting to ask how to take a pic, he prayed that it would
be the main button of the mobile. He stood up, every-
one around was seated, so naturally the attention shifted
to him. He kept the mobile at his face level and quickly
pressed the button. Quickly, he tried to return the mobile
to the girl but she was looking at him with a puzzled ex-
pression on her face. She said, “I think you have taken a
picture of your nose.”

Arun (CSA).

Read more adventures of bhOndOO at
http://iisc.wordpress.com/.

47 Days.

I count and recount,

There must be something wrong.

Hopelessly,

for a miracle I long.

I whine, I cry,

I bang my feet.

Finally,

I give up in defeat.

From home, to home,

I prepare to go.

My heart is reeeally heavy,

You Know?

So little time,

left in Bangalore,

47 Days,

... and i’ll be out of your door.

Even in my wildest dreams,

I never thought,

..of time so sweet,

and the experiences it brought.

He had so much

for me reserved,

Even though non of it

I deserved.

My Heart was free,

My Mind philosophised,

My Body danced,

My soul Rejoiced.

I Praise you God,

for showing me Paradise,

Should you call me now,

Satisfied, I shall gladly close my eyes.

May these 47 days pass,

like the years: The last two,

where each day had

its unique vibrant hue.

Bless Me, Curse Me,

or just Ignore!

47 DAYS,

AND ILL BE OUT OF YOUR DOOR!!!

Mario (SERC).

Voices is Growing!
If you wish to join Voices, or wish to contribute

an article, or have any comments,
write to us at voices.iisc@gmail.com.
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